NEI - NRC Meeting
May 13, 2010
Fire Protection Topics Related
to Circuits
NEI Circuit Failures – Issue Task Force

Agenda
• Update on MSO Resolution Process
• Compensatory Measures
• NEI 0000-01 Clarifications
• Assuring NRC & Industry Alignment
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Update on MSO Resolution Process
• 28 plant (44 units) Responses
[NFPA 805 Plants not involved]

– 100% of the responding plants have completed
placing their MSO Issues into their Corrective Action
Program
– 100% of responding plants implemented
compensatory measures with 78% using the Industry
recommended generic compensatory measures for
meeting NRC EGM 0909-002
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Update on MSO Resolution Process
• Numerous InIn-Process Questions:
– Application of Compensatory Measures
– Distinction between Required for Hot Shutdown
(Green Box) & Important to Safe Shutdown (Orange
Box) Components
– Application of Circuit Failure Criteria
• Reg Guide 1.189 Adjustments
• Required Number of Failures
• MHIF
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Compensatory Measures
• NRC RIS 2005
2005--20:

– Tech Spec conditions and actions
• apply to accident mitigation and prevention features
– TRM conditions and actions
• apply
l to
t iimpaired
i d fire
fi protection
t ti features
f t
– PostPost-Fire Safe Shutdown issues are, at worst,
degraded or non
non--conforming conditions relative to
Current Licensing Basis (CLB)
• Operable, but degraded conditions
– Compensatory Measures
 not specifically required
 restore potentially eroded plant margin
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Compensatory Measures
• NRC EGM 0909-002
– Identify issues
– Place into Corrective Action Program
g
– Implement Compensatory Measures

• MSO Issues
– Most MSOs have limited safety significance
with very limited impact on plant margins
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Compensatory Measures
• Approach to Satisfy NRC EGM
– Generic Compensatory Measures
• Operator Rounds with increased awareness of the MSO Issue
and increased sensitivity to plant conditions with the
potential to result in a large fire

• Approach to Satisfy NRC RIS 20052005-20
– Plant Specific/MSO Compensatory Measures
• If a specific MSO does degrade plant margins, implement
supplementary compensatory measures
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NEI 0000-01 Adjustments
• Required vs. Important to Safe Shutdown
– Classification Criteria for Components
– Definition of a Component
p
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Required vs. Important
• Classifying Components:
– Required for Hot Shutdown
post-fire safe shutdown function
• A component performing a post[i.e. achieve & maintain hot shutdown] on the success path
being credited for achieving and maintaining post
post--fire safe
shutdown in the fire area under evaluation

– Important to Safe Shutdown
• Components with the potential to adversely impact postpost-fire
safe shutdown that are not classified as required for hot
shutdown are, by default, classified as important to safe
shutdown
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Required vs. Important
• Classification Criteria [with exceptions noted]:

– Identify Systems performing each of the Safe Shutdown
functions, with the following exception:

• Based on NEI 00
00--01 Rev 2 Section 3.1.2.1, an OMA for the Scram
function is allowed.
allowed. [See next slide]

– Identify the required flow path
– Identify the components required for each of the selected
systems to perform the safe shutdown function assuming no
fire damage,
damage, with the following exceptions:

• Identify any flow diversions from the main flow path; treat as
•

Required unless they pass the Appendix H criteria.
Coordinate breakers for associated circuits of concern for
common power supply

– Refer to Section 3.1 and Appendix H for additional guidance
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Required vs. Important
• 3.1.2.1

Reactivity Control

– [BWR] Control Rod Drive System

• The safe shutdown performance and design requirements

for the reactivity control function can be met without
automatic scram/trip capability. Manual scram/reactor trip
is credited. The post
post--fire safe shutdown analysis must only
provide the capability to manually scram/trip the reactor.
Each licensee should have an operator manual action to
either vent the instrument air header or to remove RPS
power in their postpost-fire safe shutdown procedures. The
presence of this action precludes the need to perform
circuit analysis for the reactivity control function and is an
acceptable way to accomplish this function. The feasibility of
this action must be justified from the perspective of the location of
the fire relative to the location of the action and travel path by the
operator to the action location.
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Required vs. Important
• Proposed Definition:
– Component

• Those mechanical devices, such as pumps, fans, valves, dampers,

process instruments providing an input to a system control function
and instruments credited for satisfying the process monitoring safe
shutdown function, are considered to be components for the
purposes of this document.
The electrical components required to provide the motive or control
power to these components are defined as electrical distribution
equipment.
Devices, such as relays, switches and motors, necessary to support
the functioning of the mechanical components are considered to be
sub--components for the purposes of this document.
sub
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Circuit Failure Criteria
• Reg Guide 1.189 Adjustments

– NRC Adjustment to Section 3.5.1.1 Bullet #7:

• For circuits not sealedsealed-in or latched, for equipment important to
•
•
•
•

safe shutdown, licensees should consider multiple fire
fire--induced
circuit failures in at least two separate cables.
For circuits not sealed
sealed--in or latched,
latched for equipment important to
safe shutdown that involves highhigh-low pressure interfaces, licensees
should consider circuit failures in at least three cables.
This applies where defensedefense-inin-depth features, such as automatic
suppression and limits on ignition sources and combustibles, are
present.
Where defensedefense-inin-depth features are not present, the number of
cables to consider should not be limited to two or three, as
described above.
In addition, for multimulti-conductor cables, all circuit faults that could
occur within the cable should be assumed to occur.
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Circuit Failure Criteria
• Reg Guide 1.189 Adjustments

– Industry interpretation
• Conversely, multiple firefire-induced circuit failures affecting

separate conductors in separate cables with the potential to
cause a spurious
p
operation
p
of an “important
p
to safe
shutdown” component need not be assumed to exist
concurrently when the effect of the fire
fire--induced circuit failure
is not sealedsealed-in or latched. For circuits not sealedsealed-in or
latched, licensees should consider multiple firefireinduced circuit failures in two separate cables; one
(1) cable in the primary control circuit and one (1)
cable in a secondary control circuit. For multimulticonductor cables, all circuit faults within the cable
should be assumed to occur at the same time.
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Circuit Failure Criteria
• Reg Guide 1.189 Adjustments
– Industry interpretation [continued]

• These criteria may be applied where fire protection defensedefense-inin-

depth features are present. Acceptable Fire Protection defensedefense-inindepth features are provided through compliance with the licensee
approved Fire Protection Program. For any areas specifically
identified in the Fire Protection Program Licensing Basis Document
as not having adequate defensedefense-inin-depth features, no limit on the
number of firefire-induced circuit failures in these types of circuits may
be assumed.
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Circuit Failure Criteria
• Reg Guide 1.189 Adjustments

– Industry interpretation [continued]
• [Note
Note:: In implementing this criteria, there is no intent to

require that nonnon-Hi/Lo Pressure Interface components be
treated like Hi/Lo
/ Pressure Interface components
p
with
respect to the types of circuit failures required to be
postulated in the power circuitry as explained in Paragraph
5.3.1 of NRC Generic Letter 86
86--10. Similarly, for Hi/Lo
Pressure Interface components, for circuits not sealedsealed-in or
latched, licensees should consider circuit failures in up to
three (3) cables in the control circuitry; one (1) in the
primary control circuit and two (2) in a secondary control
circuit. Refer to Appendix C for additional information
on Hi/Lo Pressure Interface components.]
components.]
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Hot Short location

Contact A

Rx Pressure - Cable 1

Contact B

Low Reactor Level - Cable 2

Hi Drywell Pressure
- Cable 7

Contact E

Cable 8
Contact D
Cable 5
Cable 3
Cable 4
C
Contact
C
Cable 6

Relay K1

Relay K2

Secondary Circuit

Primary Circuit

Relay K3

Secondary Circuit

Example 1 - Multiple Hot Shorts

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A hot short on Cable 6. Address this cable individually.
A hot short on Cable 4 in combination with a hot short on Cable 3.
A hot short on Cable 4 in combination with a hot short on Cables 1 & 2.
A hot short on Cable 5 in combination with a hot short on Cable 3.
A hot short on Cable 5 in combination with a hot short on Cables 1 & 2.
A hot short on Cable 7 in combination with a hot short on Cable 3.
A hot short on Cable 7 in combination with a hot short on Cables 1 & 2.
A hot short on Cable 8 in combination with a hot short on Cable 3.
A hot short on Cable 8 in combination with a hot short on Cables 1 & 2.

Circuit Failure Criteria
• Required Number of Failures
– Definition: single vs multiple spurious operations
– NEI 00
00--01 Section 3.5.1.2
• Specifically,
Specificall if the combined MSOs involve
in ol e more
mo e than a total
of four components or if the MSO scenario requires
consideration of sequentially selected cable faults of a
prescribed type, at a prescribed time, in a prescribed
sequence in order for the postulated MSO combination to
occur, then this is considered to be beyond the required
design basis for MSOs.
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Circuit Failure Criteria
• Required Number & Extent of Failures
– Proposed Definitions:
• Spurious Operation
– The possible inadvertent operation or repositioning of a piece
off equipment.
i
t
 Single spurious operations (SSO) involve a single fire
induced circuit fault that causes undesired operation or
repositioning of one or more systems or components.
[Examples of single fire induced circuit faults include a
single hot short, a short to ground or an open circuit, i.e.
circuit failure modes.]
 Multiple spurious operations (MSO) are multiple fire
induced circuit faults causing an undesired operation or
repositioning of one or more systems or components.
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Circuit Failure Criteria
• Required Number & Extent of Failures
– NEI 0000-01 Section 3.5.1.2 proposed change:
• Specifically, if the combined MSOs involve more

than a total of four components or if the MSO
scenario requires consideration of sequentially
selected cable faults, i.e. in more than four (4)
cables,, of a prescribed type, at a prescribed time,
cables
in a prescribed sequence in order for the
postulated MSO combination to occur, then this is
considered to be beyond the required design basis
for MSOs.
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Circuit Failure Criteria
• Required Number of Failures
– NEI 0000-01 Section 3.5.1.2 proposed change:

• Similarly, when reviewing the MSOs on the Generic List in Appendix

G or when considering the need to add new plant specific MSOs
into the list of MSOs required to be analyzed in the Plant Specific
Post--Fire Safe Shutdown Analysis, if the MSOs involve more than a
Post
total of four components or if the MSO scenario requires
consideration of sequentially selected cable faults, i.e. in more than
four (4) cables, of a prescribed type, at a prescribed time, in a
prescribed sequence in order for the postulated MSO combination to
occur, then this is considered to be beyond the required design
basis for MSOs. [Note: This same criteria applies to the
consideration of additional loading conditions on electrical
distribution equipment, such as diesel generators and busses.]
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Circuit Failure Criteria
• MHIF Proposed Position
– MHIF is not required to be considered for
either III.G.1 & 2 or III.G.3
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Circuit Failure Criteria
• RG 1.189 Section 5.5.2, Alt./Ded
Alt./Ded.. Proced.
Proced.
– NEI 0000-01 Appendix B.1 may be used to
address multiple high impedance faults,
except for the analysis of Kapton Cables

• We believe NRC’s intent was not to limit
this acceptance to III.G.3, Alt./Ded
Alt./Ded..
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Criteria Clarifications InIn-Process
• Fire
Fire--Induced Restricted Faults/Loads
overloading Electrical Distribution
Equipment
• Impacts to Non
Non--credited Equipment

– Indirect Effects
• Fire
Fire--Induced Waterhammer
• Operation or FireFire-Induced Operation impact on
Ultimate Heat Sink

• Update to NEI 00
00--01 Appendix G
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Assuring Alignment
• Assuring NRC & Industry Alignment

•
•
•
•
•

– Industry revise NEI 0000-01
– NRC endorsement in a revision to Reg Guide 1.189
– NRC Temporary Instruction 2515/181

Additional Criteria Adjustments will be required
Threshold for NRC - NEI Interactions?
Need for Future Meetings?
Timing of next revisions?
Implications for Enforcement Discretion?
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